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E D I T O R I A L
The Cinderella Tale :  An English Rose version

‘Hear Ye! Hear Ye! The English Rose version tale of 
Cinderella’a

Once upon a time in 1984, the London Fashion Week 
(LFW) aka pretty Cinderella was born one snowy night. 
For eons of years, she suffered the step motherly 
treatment from the Media who favored her step-sisters 
Milan & Paris and even her step cousin, New York. 
She led a quiet life coming up with creative wonders 
and designs every year in her downtown venues which 
altered between dingy tents and begged, borrowed or 
stolen unpolished car parks, galleries and warehouses. 
Her brilliant young designers were often stolen by New 
York, Milan or Paris as their labels developed. While 
top models set ablaze the ramps of her more popular 
stepsisters’ shows to scorching hot temperatures, 
LFW’s rag like ramps had turkey cold models jutting 
their bones in poor comparison. Way back then, 
concept and art was far more important to her 
overriding the monster green bucks and all that va-va-
vroom it brings with it. She didn’t care for the paparazzi, 
the fame all that hype & jazz as long as she was true 
to her ideals – body, soul and heart. Those were the 
poor old days of the LFW, our story’s Cinderella.

Cinderella’s turning point was when she turned 25 
years old at the Grand Ball. Well, the Grand Ball 
in question was the London Fashion Week’s 25th 
anniversary. Finally, gone were the days of amateur 
showings in shoddy venues with no major sell outs. 
The LFW’s 25th Grand Ball was the talk of the universe. 

Slick production, well- lit up market venues (Somerset 
House, 180 The Strand, Tophouse), first class designers 
and designer comebacks (Matthew Williamson, 
Burberry, Jonathan Saunders and Antonio Berardi), 
immaculate top rung models, impeccable collections 

of the standard one sees in Milan or Paris, front row 
celebrities of international repute, paparazzi galore 
and last but not the least, a coming of age business 
minded approach resulting in overhaul sellouts.  

The LFW’s 25th anniversary kick started on a 
royal note with a very ecstatic Boris Johnson, the 
Mayor of London officially opening the London 
Fashion Week alongside co-host supermodel Erin 
O’Connor at the city’s historic Somerset House. 

The opening Friday saw fun collections from Caroline 
Charles who went the girl route with her frilled bikinis, 
topical prints and polka dots. Bora Aksu’s glamorous 
collection with lots of gold, deep pinks, sequins 
in waist clinching shapes was a steal. Last year’s 
fashion fringe winner Eun Jeong grew in strength with 
her oh-so-feminine collection entirely of white, with 
soft fabrics and loose cuts in silks & drapes which 
were inspired by the 18th century ballet costumes. 

And then there was the final show of the day by Emilio 
de Morena whose collection was a welcome contrast 
of his earlier collections. So there were dreamy pale 
pinks, whites and creams derriere skimming dresses 
in fluid fabrics. For those who whined the collection 
was too soft for his trademark, they quickly found 
solace in those short sleeved bomber jackets, super 
skinny trousers, zips & peek-a-boo circular cutouts.  

 ‘Super Sunday’, in fashion lingo lived up to its name 
as it was filled with luxe collections from superstar 
designers and A-list crowd. Vivienne Westwood’s Red 
Label was traditionally British - with bold reds, blues 
and whites in oversized fabrics, high waist trousers 
and draping dresses. Her A-list fans in the front row 
included Joss Stone, Sarah Harding and Tracy Emin. 

Following the stalwart act was Antonio Berardi’s culture 
clash collection which combined the discipline of Savile 
Row tailoring with the off-beat color of Sicilian life. 
Corsets, structured skirts in layers of fabric and sexy 
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dresses with a focus on the bust adorned his medley 
collection. The collection’s showing at the serene St. 
Mark’s church gave it an uplifting and euphoric feel.

Brazilian bebe designer, Issa’s collection was all 
about luxurious fabrics and bright colors being 
inspired by Rio de Janeiro beaches and the work of 
Yves Saint Laurent. Floor length colorful gowns in 
daring cuts and colors graced by Naomi Campbell 
along with supermodel Coco Roche, and Chanel 
Iman upped the X-factor quotient of Issa’s collection. 

Richard Nicoll proved why he is highly regarded 
as British fashion’s one to watch. Inspired by 
‘Frivolity’, his friend during his summer vacation in 
Spain and the 19th century Tahitian photography. 

Monday had the Britain’s most important designer 
Christopher Kane’s hotly anticipated ‘Good girl gone 
bad’ collection.  His inspiration, you ask? Well everything 
from Nancy Reagan on the Whitehouse lawn to the movie 
of Lolita. The front row sizzled with the presence of king 
of style Sir Philip Green, uber-hero designer Donatella 
Versace, ultra sophisticated fashion guru Anna Wintour  
and the stunning supermodel Natalia Vodianova. Kane 
notched up the style stakes with a knockout collection 
of puff sleeves, fan pleating, gingham and chiffon. 

Luella Bartley’s ‘a lil girl within every woman’ collection 
was filled with cute, girly prints and colorful dresses. 
Pooh-poohing fashion’s love, black was Luella’s 
rainbow palette. Ultra girlish details were portrayed 
through heart cut-out necklines, big plastic patent hair 
bows and 101 Dalmatian black and white polka dots. 
Jamie Winstone, Alexa Chung, Alexandra Burke and 
Peaches Geldof were amongst the celebs at Luella.

Meadham Kirchhoff’s ‘out of the box’ collection left 
many a viewer teary eyed for his attempt to challenge 
the modern woman’s fashion options.  His collection 
felt antique as his effort was to make everything old. 
But what made it so unique was his innovative way 
of lending modernity to antiquity. Tulle fabrics and 
influence of Victorian in parts, the collection saw 
bright pink tunics worn over double layered skirts.

Marios Schwab’s collection was for an eccentric 
English rose. A color palette of lilac, pale pink, silver 
& whites in sophisticated pleated silk tops and his 
triple layering concepts were a huge hit for serious 
fashion buyers. Paul Smith’s collection, inspired by 
a breezy summer picture at one of Britain’s country 
sides, saw hot pepper and pinks with contrast 
piping and his trademark striped cotton shirting.  

The final day of London Fashion Week’s biggest draw 

was Burberry who made a comeback of sorts for the 
25th anniversary of LFW. Gracing the occasion were 
Fashion guru Anna Wintour adorning the front row along 
with style icons Victoria Beckham, Gwyneth Paltrow and 
rising fashionista Emma Watson. A dramatic makeover 
of the trench coat into dull pink satin thigh high mini, silk 
chiffon & gauze fabrics, rose feathered leather coats in 
ruched leggings were some of the collection’s highlights. 

It was also London based designer Amanda Wakeley’s 
return to the catwalk with a collection of elegant 
dresses in hues of saffron, cinnamon and copper in 
jersey, satin and chiffon accessorized with chunky gold 
and silver jewellery coiled round the neck or waist.

Erdem’s summer collection was sophistication 
personified with its Japanese inspired floral prints and 
toned down make-up. British – Brazilian duo Basso 
and Brooke’s collection had the ‘traditional power prints 
meets bold colorful graphics’ look on draped dresses.

The LFW’s 25th anniversary will also down in history for its 
many firsts – designer Mark Fast using plus size model 
alongside conventional ones, PPQ’s all black model 
cast and for the ethical clothing promotional collections. 

The London Fashion Week’s verdict on the 
fashion trends for Summer/Spring 2010 was clear 
and out –loose cuts in pastel colors and flowing 
fabrics. Refreshing, light, breezy, elegant, soft, 
feminine and ever beautiful like an English Rose. 

Pretty Cinderella came out of the Grand Ball 
holding her head and heart high amidst loud 
thunderous cheers and accolades for her brilliant 
show dance at the 25th anniversary Grand Ball. 
The LFW finally found her Prince Charming status 
amongst the world’s biggest fashion capitals world. 

So she lived happily ever after…!’

Dwight David Mitchell
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The British Fashion Council today announces that designers Christopher Kane, Erdem and Marios Schwab will 
receive British Fashion Council Fashion Forward sponsorship for the third consecutive season.

The scheme, supported by the London Development Agency, was established three years ago to provide funding 
for talented emerging British designers. This second stage scheme was introduced to give a further tier of 
support for the most promising designers as they emerged from NEWGEN. The award consists of a financial 
prize, to be used towards producing an on-schedule catwalk show at London Fashion Week, along with access 
to business support, from supporters including Baker Tilly and Shoosmiths, which provides them with knowledge 
required to further develop their businesses. 

Previous winners include Giles Deacon, Jonathan Saunders, Richard Nicoll, Sinha-Stanic and Roksanda 
Illincic.  This season’s recipients, despite being relatively new businesses, have already garnered a following of 
international influencers and are sold in directional stores and boutiques here in the UK and internationally. 

In 2006, Christopher Kane launched his own label with his sister Tammy (collaborator and business partner) and 
has gone on to build his label into a major player in the high-fashion world. Now in its seventh season showing 
as part of London Fashion Week his collections are renowned for their contemporary, progressive vision and the 
label is a key contributor to trends. 

On receiving the sponsorship, Christopher said “I am thrilled to have been awarded Fashion Forward by the 
BFC.  This will be my 7th show at London Fashion Week and without its support I would not have had the ability 
to have presented the show in the way that I would want. I am especially thankful to have the BFC’s support on 
the 25th anniversary of London Fashion Week as it has allowed me to reach the widest international audience 
possible which is invaluable to the growth of my business.” 

Erdem was launched in 2005 by Erdem Moralioglu and his designs have won plaudits for their fusion of sharp 
tailoring with romanticism and bold, graphic, custom-designed silk prints. His A/W 09/10 show was one of the 
top ten shows of the season as chosen by style.com.  Erdem said “I’m so thankful to have won Fashion Forward 
from the BFC. Being able to show at London Fashion Week is integral to the brand and with this sponsorship, we 
are able to showcase our brand in an ideal manner.” 

Marios Schwab has been credited with leading the body-conscious fashion movement with his figure hugging 
feminine dresses since his label launched in 2005.  Marios has recently been appointed Creative Director at 
Halston and will present his first collection for the brand in February 2010. 

He will be showing in September for the ninth time as part of LFW, on receiving the Fashion Forward sponsorship 
this season Marios commented, “I am very happy to be backed by Fashion Forward for a third season, it gives 
me great stability and encouragement for my business”. 

Caroline Rush, Joint Chief Executive of the British Fashion Council commented, “The British Fashion Council’s 
Fashion Forward scheme plays a key role in building designer brands in London. The BFC is proud to continue 
to offer support to these outstanding talents.” 

FASHION FORWARD AWARDS
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Christopher Kane

Glaswegian-born Christopher Kane’s designs 
creatively fuse fabric, colour and print. In the year 
2000, Christopher moved to London when he was 
17 years old to enroll at Central St Martins School 
of Art, where he completed the Foundation 
course, a BA Womenswear degree and finally an 
MA Womenswear degree, which earned him both 
a Distinction and the prestigious Harrods Design 
Award.

Directly after showing his graduate collection, 
Christopher presented a private viewing of his 
work to the editor-in-chief of US Vogue, Anna 
Wintour. This led to him being invited to sit front 
row with Anna Wintour at Versace’s A/W 06 show 
in Milan.

In September 2006, Christopher was awarded 
New Generation sponsorship from the British 
Fashion Council and he held his first solo catwalk 
show. His successes culminated last year with the 
receipt of the New Designer of the Year award at 
the British Fashion Awards in November 2007.

Christopher, working in tandem with his sister 
Tammy (collaborator and business partner) 
has shown for four seasons and built the 
label into a major player in the high-fashion 
world. The label is a key contributor to trends, 

demonstrating a contemporary, progressive vision 
currently unrivalled on the high-fashion circuit. 
Christopher’s pieces are greatly desired around 
the world, stocked in Harvey Nichols, Browns, 
Barneys, Dover Street Market, Maria Louisa, 
Corso Como and Joyce.

The beauty of Christopher Kane’s latest collection 
for Autumn/Winter 2008 is the fusion of manmade 
embellishments with delicate chiffons, creating 
a delicately subversive look. Plastic paillettes 
were woven onto veiled chiffon panels and cable 
knit jumper dresses. Hard, stud-embellished 
cashmere sweaters were counterbalanced by 
shimmering trousers covered with oversized 
paillettes. It was greeted with enthusiasm by the 
press, who agreed that Kane had produced an 
intelligent collection of illusions, where toughness 
bounced off lightness and modern romance.

Marios sChwab

31 year old Schwab lives and works in London 
where he launched his label in 2005. First 
studying in Berlin where he graduated with 
distinction and Best Student Award from Esmond, 
he then moved to London where he graduated 
with an MA in Womenswear Fashion from Central 
St Martins in 2003.

Marios Schwab has shown on schedule at 
London Fashion Week since Spring Summer 
2006. His most recent show SS08 was chosen as 
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one of the top ten shows of the season by Style.
com.

He has received editorial in American Vogue, 
Bazaar USA, French Vogue, Russian Vogue, 
British Vogue, i-D, Self Service, V Magazine, 
Another Magazine and Dazed & Confused 
amongst others. His main stockists are Browns, 
Harvey Nichols and Dover Street Market in 
London, Maria Luisa in Paris, WR and Side-
by-Side in Tokyo and Opening Ceremony and 
Barneys in New York.

His dresses have been worn by Kate Moss, 
Hilary Duff, Kylie Minogue, Thandie Newton and 
Clemence Posey.

Marios Schwab was awarded Best New Designer 
at the British Fashion Awards in 2006. In 2007 he 
was the winner of the Swiss Textiles Award.

erdeM 
The eponymous London ready-to-wear line 
established in 2005 by Erdem Moralioglu, has 
won plaudits for its modern luxurious feminine 
chic - a signature look fusing sharp, forward 
tailoring with romanticism and bold graphic 
custom designed silk prints.

“Erdem is as much about the indispensable as 
the divine”, wrote American Vogue’s contributing 
editor Sarah Mower of Erdem’s pleated silk and 
ivory French lace trapeze evening dresses. 
The fashion legend Iris Apfel and vintage colour 
photographs of his mother from the 60s and 70s 

primarily inspired his SS08 collection. The Rite 
of spring and 80s iconic French Vogue covers 
has also been resonated. Key pieces include 
botanical printed dresses, Macs and embroidered 
biker gowns.

Erdem studied in Canada, and following a 
defining internship for Vivienne Westwood he 
moved to London in 2000, earning a masters 
degree in Women’s wear at The Royal College 
of Art, he proceeded to go onto closing the 
2003 RCA Show with his graduate collection. 
After a stint in New York assisting Diane Von 
Furstenberg, Erdem moved back to London to 
establish his own label.

After winning the Fashion Fringe Award and 
staging four London Fashion Week shows, Erdem 
Moralioglu was awarded with the Swarovski 
British Fashion Council Fashion Enterprise Award 
in 2007. His exquisite designs are consistently 
in demand and are synonymous with style icons 
such as Keira Knightly, Kirsten Dunst, Nicole 
Ritchie, Elle MacPherson, Claudia Schiffer, Tilda 
Swinton and Chloe Sevigny.

Currently Erdem has 25 International stockists 
including Barney’s throughout the USA. UK 
stockists currently include Selfridges, Harvey 
Nichols and Liberty.
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JOHN ROCHA
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John Rocha - The MasTeR of all TRades

John Rocha is a creative chameleon at heart and a business bee in the head! He is not simply a 
fashion force to reckon with, but he’s an entire ammunition force of art. 

The Chinese-Portugese descendant, born in 1953 in Hong Kong studied at the Croydon School of Art 
in London. His fascination for the Irish linen during his internship inspired him to move to the country 
altogether. He has been living with his wife, Audrey and twins Jack & Katie for the past twenty two 
years and working closely with business partner Odette ever since. What seemed like a whimsical 
move then has gone to prove that his love for the fabric was more than a passing fancy. 

Noted for hand-crafting, beading and appliqué to garments, John Rocha started his career with 
Chinatown in Dublin in the eighties. He started with designing menswear and women’s wear for 
Dublin’s luxury stores like Brown Thomas. 

His initial days at Ireland were of introspection into the field of art - fashion, jewelry, interiors and 
home accessories.  He challenged himself to develop, refine and renovate his own interpretation of 
the various art forms. Elements of Chinese and Celtic design can be found in all his creations. 

John expanded into other art forms when he lent his designs to a home accessories line Waterford 
Crystal collection. His home collections were contemporary and stylish and soon became ‘most 
sought after’ items for the modern home. 

He ventured into architecture and interior design with his first interior design project in 1999 for one 
of Europe’s top hotels, The Morrison Hotel and its accompanying restaurant and bar, Halo in Dublin. 
True to his style, the look was understated yet luxurious and contemporary. The place is a favorite 
with both the locals and tourists to this day and time.

As John Rocha affirms ‘I have always been interested in design, no matter what the medium, and 
architecture gives me the opportunity to translate my ideas into everyday surroundings to create a 
real sense of contemporary living and harmony.’  

He went on to undertake several significant interior design and architectural projects both office and 
residential. He is still known best for his interior projects for Morrison Hotel in Dublin and the Orion 
Building in Birmingham.

John fore recognized the huge business potential in syncing up with a department store. He launched 
5 ranges for Debenhams, Britain including menswear, women’s wear, children’s wear, accessories, 
home and living. 

He continued to challenge his creative boundaries by venturing into jewelry - a women’s jewelry 
line and contemporary organic jewellery inspired by the shapes and textures of nature be it smooth 
rounded pebbles or sharp fissures in rocky terrains. His jewellery collections are commercially most 
sought after worldwide. 

He turned author in October 2002 with a beautifully illustrated hard-back book ‘JOHN ROCHA 
Texture, Form, Purity, Detail’ which delved into his perception of design philosophy and his 
progression from one design art form to another. 

John Rocha became an entrepreneur in September 2007 when he opened his own store in London 
showcasing his designer collections including art, sculpture, books and providing a unique retail 
experience for the serious art buyer.

Recipient of the several prestigious awards including ‘British Designer of the Year’ in 1994, the 
Commander of the British Empire (CBE) in 2002 from Her Majesty The Queen for his long-standing 
contribution to fashion, ‘Special Award’ at the Ernst and Young Irish Entrepreneur of the Year Awards 
2008 in Dublin to name a few. John Rocha is a living art legend.
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 Aminaka Wilmont 
 Their style is sharp, innovative and elegant, draped in effortless complexity. Their  
 collection for Spring/Summer 2010 would be enriched with body remix, Goldberg
 variations, silhouettes etc. 
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